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The protein folding problem onsists in determining the spatial shape of a protein on e the linear sequen e of its amino a ids is
known. Its solution uses mathemati al models of the protein, the HP
model being one of the simplest. Despite its simpli ity, the problem of
protein folding inside the HP model is still NP - omplete. In this paper we rephrase the HP model in a way that allows us to devise a new
heuristi to burst the performan e of automati protein folding inside the
HP model. Our implementation of protein folding in Mozart/Oz shows
that our heuristi is very e e tive in pra ti e and features a high level
of pre ision for the solution it omputes.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Protein folding is among the most important problems of omputational biology [5, 6, 11℄. It onsists in determining the spatial shape of a protein on e the
linear sequen e of its amino a ids is known. The number of possible spatial
shapes grows exponentially with the length of the protein that an be made of
500 and more amino a ids. Moreover, there are 20 kinds of amino a ids and this
makes ompli ated the energy fun tions to be omputed for ea h spatial shape.
The shape of a protein an be experimentally determined through rystallographi te hniques, NMR, or X-rays. These te hniques are slow and expensive.
Nevertheless, they have suggested the rules underneath the way proteins fold.
Resear hers have then been inspired abstra t models for protein folding and
algorithms based on them.
One of those models is the HP model [8℄, where amino a ids are partitioned
into two lasses H (hydrophobi ) and P (polar ). Ea h amino a id is also alled a
monomer. Hydrophobi amino a ids dislike water and hen e gather in order to
avoid onta t with it. Polar amino a ids, instead, like water and are hen eforth
distributed on the external surfa e of the protein. Undeniably, this model is a
major simpli ation of the original problem. Nevertheless, it is onsidered faithful in pra ti e sin e resear hers think that the main issue behind protein folding
is how to fold the protein in su h a way that hydrophobi amino a ids form a

hydrophobi kernel and hen e avoid onta t with water. A further simpli ation
of the HP model is to allow amino a ids to take only dis rete spatial positions. A
ubi latti e is used here, although some re ent developments of the HP model
use a more omplex latti e, like in the FCC model [13℄.
Despite the apparent simpli ity of the HP model, omputing the optimal
protein folding inside that model is an NP -hard problem [4, 7℄. Nevertheless,
some interesting results have been found re ently. In [2℄ the authors fold proteins
of up to 40 amino a ids, and in [3℄ they rea h the number of 160 amino a ids.
Our rst ontribution in this paper is a reformulation of the HP model in
su h a way that the position of every amino a id is spe i ed as an o set from
that of the previous one. This allows us to estimate the frequen y of every amino
a id in the ost fun tion of the folding, thus determining those pairs of H amino
a ids that should be lose in order to improve the optimality of the folding. Our
se ond ontribution is the implementation of that heuristi in the Mozart/Oz
programming language. We rst en ode de laratively the problem without our
heuristi and then introdu e the heuristi in the ode. Then we ompare the
exe ution times of the two programs and show that the se ond redu es dramati ally the time of the folding, still yielding a result whi h is extremely lose to
the optimal one.
Although the implementation of our heuristi inside our protein folding algorithms is not eÆ ient enough for large foldings, its appli ation is independent from the underlying algorithm. Hen e, we think that its appli ation to the
fastest folding algorithm available at the moment [3℄ should further improve its
eÆ ien y. Similarly, it ould be applied to protein folding algorithms that use
more pre ise models (e.g., [13, 9℄).

2 The HP Model for Protein Folding
In this se tion we rst introdu e the traditional de nition of the HP model for
protein folding in two dimensions i.e., the one based on a fun tion that maps
every amino a id of the protein into its spatial oordinates. We then rephrase it
in su h a way that every amino a id is mapped into its spatial o set from the
oordinates of the pre eding one in the protein.

De nition 1 (2D protein folding [6℄). Let S = s1 ; : : : ; sn be a nite string,
with si 2 fH; Pg for every i = 1; : : : ; n. A folding of S is a map ! : f1; : : : ; ng 7!
N  N (or N 3 ) su h that
1. k! (i) ! (i + 1)k = 1 for all i = 1; : : : ; n, where
2. ! (i) 6= ! (j ) for all i 6= j , 1  i; j  n.

k  k is the Eu lidean norm;

The rst ondition for es amino a ids to be ontiguous. The se ond one avoids
y les by for ing amino a ids to o upy distin t lo ations.

De nition 2 (Dill's HP model). Let S be as in De nition 1. The protein

folding problem onsists in nding the folding ! whi h maximises the number of

onta ts between the H elements of S whi h are not ontiguous in S . Equivalently, it must minimise
X
Energy (i; j )

1i<n 2
i+2jn

where Energy is de ned as
Energy (i; j ) =

(
0

1 if si = H = sj and k! (i)
otherwise.

!(j )k = 1

We now provide our alternative de nition to De nition 1. It is based on the
observation that every element of the sequen e S is bound to the previous one.
Namely, the ith element is bound to be at distan e 1 from the (i + 1)th. Then
we an des ribe a folding by providing a map from the elements of S to their
o sets from the previous element in S . For the sake of simpli ity, we fo us on
2D models here. It is immediate to extend the de nitions to 3D models.

De nition 3 (2D protein folding, o set version). Let S = s1 ; : : : ; sn with

si 2 fH; Pg for every i 2 1; : : : ; n. A folding of S is a map  : f1; : : : ; n 1g !
D  D where D = f 1; 0; 1g. We de ne the oordinates of the ith element of S
w.r.t. the rst element of S as
Pi1 =

X

1j<i

(j );

where the sum is performed omponent-wise. Note that P11 = (0; 0). We require
that
Pi1 6= Pj1 for every i; j = 1; : : : ; n, i 6= j .

Note that this last requirement orresponds to the two onditions of De nition 1.
It for es di erent elements of S to take di erent spatial positions.
We an now provide an equivalent de nition to De nition 2 whi h uses, however, the alternative de nition of folding we have given in De nition 3. Note that
our de nition, being equivalent to that originally provided by Dill (De nition 2),
approximates the protein folding problem with exa tly the same pre ision as
Dill's de nition.

De nition 4 (HP model, o set version). Let S be as in De nition 3. The
protein folding problem onsists in nding the folding (De nition 3)  whi h
minimises
X
Energy (i; j )

1i<n 2
i+2jn

where Energy is de ned as
Energy (i; j ) =

(

1 if si = H = sj and
0
otherwise

k

(i; j )k = 1

and

(i; j ) =

X
ik<j

(k):

Both De nition 2 and De nition 4 an be used to implement a protein folding
algorithm. However, the new version (De nition 4) is in general slower be ause
it uses o sets, whi h requires long sum al ulations. Hen e the introdu tion of
De nition 4, as an alternative to De nition 2, is justi ed by other onsiderations.
Namely, it allows us to observe that some elements of the sequen e S should be
in onta t in order to nd the optimal solution for the protein folding problem.
This is the subje t of next se tion.

3 Frequen y Analysis
We rst de ne a map that stores the positions of the H elements of a sequen e.
De nition 5. Let S = s1 ; : : : ; sn with si 2 fH; Pg. We de ne
hpos (S ) = fi j si = Hg:

Namely, if S = HHPPPHHPHPHPPPH then hpos (S ) = f1; 2; 6; 7; 9; 11; 15g.
We know that a protein folding algorithm aims at putting in onta t nonontiguous H elements of the sequen e S (De nitions 2 and 4). Our heuristi is
based on the hypothesis that the optimal solution is found when the distan es
between those H elements is minimal. A well-known result for 2D latti es is that
the ith element of S an a tually be put in onta t with the j th element of S
only if i and j have di erent parity i.e., the rst is even and se ond is odd, or
vi e versa. This restri ts the set of signi ant pairs of H elements.
Consider again the sequen e S = HHPPPHHPHPHPPPH. We want to overapproximate the sum of the distan es of every pair of H elements that an be
put in onta t and to identify the distan e whi h weighs more on that sum. In
Figure 1 we introdu e the variables A{F to represent the distan es between the
H elements of S , whose positions an be omputed as hpos (S ).
Variable i j
A
1 2
B
2 6

Variable i j
C
6 7
D
7 9

Variable i j
E
9 11
F
11 15

Variables representing the distan e between the o urren e of H at position i
and that at position j in S = HHPPPHHPHPHPPPH.

Fig. 1.

By taking into a ount the previous observation on the parity of the H elements that an a tually be put in onta t, we identify the following andidate
pairs of H elements: 1{6, 2{7, 2{9, 2{11, 2{15, 6{9, 6{11, 6{15. We must deide whi h of them is more resonable to put in onta t. To this purpose, we
overapproximate the distan es between those elements as

1{6 A+B
2{15 B+C+D+E+F
2{7 B+C
6{9 C+D
2{9 B+C+D
6{11 C+D+E
2{11 B+C+D+E
6{15 C+D+E+F.
We analyse now how frequently ea h variable o urs in the sums above:
A o urs on e
D o urs 6 times
B o urs 5 times
E o urs 4 times
C o urs 7 times
F o urs twi e.
Hen e, it seems reasonable to redu e the distan es C and D i.e., to redu e
the distan e between the H elements at index 6 and 9 in S , respe tively. We
an even for e those two elements to be in onta t in a solution for the protein
folding problem. In this example, this onstraint on the solution we are looking
for allows our implementation of the protein folding algorithm (Se tion 6) to
run in 0:581 se onds, to be ompared with the 1:2 se onds required without the
heuristi . Moreover, it nds the optimal solution in this ase (4 onta ts). Note,
however, that this is not a general result. Our heuristi an sometimes lead to
suboptimal solutions, although they are always very lose to the optimal one in
all our experiments (see se tion 6). Our heuristi an fail be ause the hoi e of
putting loser the pair of points of higher frequen y does not always lead to the
optimal solution. Sometimes, that hoi e does not allow subsequent hoi es that
were instead ne essary to rea h an optimal solution.
The eÆ ien y of the protein folding algorithm tuned with our heuristi shows
its strength also when we onsider the dimension of the sear h tree generated by
the Mozart/Oz engine while looking for a solution. Without the heuristi , our
implementation of the protein folding algorithm generates 1056 hoi e points, 5
su ess leaves and 1052 failure leaves. These numbers drop to 503 hoi e points,
4 su ess leaves and 500 failure leaves with our heuristi .
Consider now the sequen e S = HPPHPHPHPHPHPPPHPPHPPH for whi h
hpos (S ) = f1; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 16; 19; 22g. Again, we name the distan e between the
H elements of S .
Variable i j
A
1 4
B
4 6

Variable i j
C
6 8
D
8 10

Variable i j
E
10 12
F
12 16

Variable i j
G 16 19
H 19 22

Fig. 2. Variables representing the distan e between the o urren e of H at position i
and that at position j in S = HPPHPHPHPHPHPPPHPPHPPH.

The andidate pairs of H elements that an be put in onta t are now 1{
4, 1{6, 1{8, 1{10, 1{12, 1{16, 1{22, 4{19, 6{19, 8{19, 10{19, 12{19, 16{19 and
19{22. Their distan es an be overapproximated as in Figure 3.
Now, all variables o urs exa tly seven times in these sums, with ex eption of
H whi h only o urs twi e. Hen e, our heuristi fa es many equivalent hoi es.

1{4
A
1{6
A+B
1{8
A+B+C
1{10
A+B+C+D
1{12
A+B+C+D+E
1{16
A+B+C+D+E+F
1{22 A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H
4{19
B+C+D+E+F+G
6{19
C+D+E+F+G
8{19
D+E+F+G
10{19
E+F+G
12{19
F+G
16{19
G
19{22
H
Fig. 3.

Overapproximations of distan es in S = HPPHPHPHPHPHPPPHPPHPPH.

For instan e, it an hoose to put in onta t the H elements at index 1 and
4. This hoi e leads, again, to an optimal solution (5 onta ts) and redu es the
running time of the algorithm from 56:82 se onds to 8:41 se onds. Similar e e ts
an be observed on the sear h tree of the algorithm: from 61227 hoi e points,
6 su ess leaves and 61222 failure leaves we drop down to 9518 hoi e points, 4
su ess nodes and 9515 failure nodes.
As we showed in the des ription above, our heuristi has been derived from
reasonings based on the o set version of the protein folding algorithm (De nitions 3 and 4) sin e it allows us to reason about the relative distan e of two H
elements in an amino a id sequen e. However, its appli ation and implementation is orthogonal to the algorithm used to solve the protein folding problem.
It just amounts to adding a onstraint that restri ts the sear h spa e of the
algorithm on the basis of the hoi e our heuristi has made.

4 Implementation in Mozart/Oz
We des ribe here our implementation in Mozart/Oz [12℄ of a protein folding
algorithm based on the HP model (De nition 2). We have hosen Mozart/Oz
be ause

{ it provides the Oz Explorer, whi h allows one to inspe t the sear h tree. This

means that we an always be aware of how the solver is doing at a given
time, whi h let us hoose the right instantiation strategy for the variables.
For instan e, this allowed us to hoose the rst-fail labeling strategy, whi h
works by instantiating the variables with a smaller domain rst, and should
lead faster to failure for nite failure subtrees;
{ it allows one to thoroughly rewrite its solver, whi h is very important if
one has to use spe ial purpose solvers. For instan e, in our implementation
we have used a solver that exploits symmetries to improve the eÆ ien y of
the sear h (symmetries originate from rotations of the protein around the

Cartesian axes). By embedding the notion of symmetry inside the solver
(Se tion 5), we do not need to add and remove onstraints here dynami ally
to ope with symmetries (unlike in the SES algorithm [2℄).
We rst des ribe the algorithm for bidimensional protein folding. We then
dis uss how we have also implemented its three-dimensional version.
Our bidimensional implementation is based on the traditional onstrain &
generate te hnique for logi programming [10℄. This means that we rst reate
a set of onstraints to be satis ed by the solutions of the problem and then
generate those solutions, requiring them to maximise the number of onta ts
between the non- ontiguous H elements.
The kernel of our program is a fun tion alled Sear hPro . We use two global
variables Lam and NElem that hold the H and P sequen e and its length, respe tively. The program omputes a resulting data stru ture Root whi h ontains
the variables:

{
{

onta t: it holds the number of onta ts for this solution;
data: it holds the bidimensional oordinates of the solution.

The algorithm omputes those solutions by using 2  NElem variables that represent the bidimensional oordinates of the urrent andidate solution. They are
bound to take values between 1 and NElem.
In Figure 4 we report the ode of Sear hPro . Remember that a Mozart/Oz
fun tion is de ned by de laring its name followed by the sequen e of its parameters.
The CreateIL fun tion omputes the list of integers hpos (Lam) (De nition 5).
The PointDistin t fun tion onstrains the oordinates of the solution to be
distin t. It is implemented as
fun {PosToInt X Y}
{FD.plus {FD.times Y 500} X} end
pro {PointDistin t Data}
{FD.distin t {Map2 PosToInt Data}} end

The Map2 fun tion applies a binary fun tion to the elements of its se ond
argument, whi h must be a list, taken pair-wise. This amounts to hashing all the
X; Y oordinates into 500Y + X and then requiring those values to be distin t.
If we assume that proteins are up to 499 amino a ids long, this is enough to
onstrain those amino a ids to take distin t positions.
The NextConstraint fun tion adds the onstraint k! (i) ! (i +1)k = 1. The
Fix2Elem fun tion gives position to the rst two amino a id of the sequen e. In
this way we ut away many symmetries derived from the translation and rotation
of those two amino a ids. Note that the algorithm that removes all the other
symmetries has been embedded inside the onstraint solver (Se tion 5).
The FD.distribute fun tion does the labeling over the onstraints that have
just been generated. Variables are instantiated through the rst-fail strategy.
While the same te hnique an be applied for three-dimensional protein folding, it would result in a very ineÆ ient algorithm. Hen e we have programmed

%% the de laration of Sear hPro
pro {Sear hPro Root}
%% we de lare the lo al variables of the fun tion. We bound
%% Conta t to take values between 0 and MaxInt.
%% The other variables are still unbound
Conta t = {FD.de l}
Data
Tmp
IL
TimeX
in
%% the body of the fun tion. It is a onstraint and generate algorithm.
%% we unify the parameter with a stru ture. This will be the
%% return value of the fun tion
Root = r( onta t: Conta t
data: Data)
%% we reate a list Data of 2*NElem elements between 1 and NElem.
%% This list represents the spatial positions of the amino a ids
{FD.list 2*NElem 1#NElem Data}
%% we ompute hpos and we store it in IL
{CreateIL Lam IL}
%% distin t amino a ids
{PointDistin t Data}

annot have the same position

%% amino a ids must be put in subsequent spatial positions
{NextConstraint Data}
%% we fix the positions of the first two amino a ids
%% so that we avoid many symmetries
{Fix2Elem NElem Data}
%% we reate the onta t type that des ribes the number of onta ts
{FD.sum {CreateFun Energy ReifiedDistan e EnergyImp Data IL} '=:' Conta t}
%% the labeling fun tion, by using the first-fail strategy
{FD.distribute ff Data}
end
Fig. 4.

The Mozart ode of Sear hPro

our three-dimensional version of protein folding by following the ideas already
shown in [1℄ and [14℄. They show that the problem an be simpli ed by dis retising the spa e into sli es and then reasoning on the number and kind of amino
a ids in every sli e. In this ase, the problem be omes a minimisation problem
on the surfa e of the protein instead of its number of onta ts. The surfa e of a
protein is related to the surfa e of the smallest solid ontaining it; the idea is that
more onta ts imply smaller surfa e. Pre isely, the Surfa e Surf S ( ) is de ned
in [14℄. Let nSH be the number of H-monomers in S. Then for every folding we
have 6  nSH = 2  [Conta t S ( ) + HHBounds (S )℄ + Surf S ( ), where HHBounds (S )
is the number of bonds between H-monomers (i.e., the number of H-monomers
whose su essor in S is also a H-monomers) and Conta t S ( ) is the number of
onta ts. Sin e HHBound (S ) is onstant for all folding of S, this implies that
minimizing the surfa e is equivalent to maximizing the number of onta ts. We
refer to [1℄ and [14℄ for more details.

5 Dealing with Symmetries
Protein folding is a kind of optimality problem for whi h it is not possible to
know whether we found the optimal solution unless the whole sear h spa e is
spanned (there is no simple optimality test ). In that situation, it be omes very
important to prune the sear h spa e so that the spanning time be omes smaller.
Symmetries are used to that purpose.
It an be proved that the n-dimensional protein folding problem has n!  2n
symmetries, whi h means that the three-dimensional ase has 48 symmetries [2℄.
Hen e the great importan e given to symmetry breaking algorithms for protein folding. We follow here the idea of [2℄, whi h shows how symmetries an
be tamed by modifying the strategy of the solver. Namely, if the solver fa es
two alternatives of the sear h tree, the visit of the rst alternative will indu e
a onstraint that modi es the behaviour of the solver during the visit of the
se ond alternative. That way we avoid to generate symmetri al solutions from
the se ond alternative.
The ability to hange dynami ally the behaviour of the solver has been a key
issue in our hoi e of Mozart/Oz for the implementation of our algorithms.

6 Experimental Evaluation
We have run our implementations on random sequen es and ompared the efien y of the protein folding algorithms both with and without our heuristi .
Our experiments show that the heuristi always leads to optimal solutions, with
the ex eption of some examples where it leads to almost-optimal solutions.
We start from the bidimensional ase. Figure 5 shows some sequen es of
amino a ids we used to test our bidimensional algorithm and reports the results
we obtained. You an see that only for L4 our heuristi has found a suboptimal
solution, and in that ase only one onta t has been lost.

L1 :
L2 :
L3 :
L4 :
L5 :

HHHHPHHHHHHHHPHHHHHH
HHPHHPHPHHHHHPPPHHHH
PHPHPHHPHHHHPHH
HHPPPPHHHHHHHHPHHPH
PPHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

without our heuristi

12
10
6
9
10

with our heuristi

2h42m12s
1h11m50s
31.5s
18m46s
3h47m57s

12
10
6
8

10

22m55s
10m08s
6.5s
3m45s
33m45s

Some sequen es we used for testing the bidimensional protein folding algorithm
and the results we obtained.

Fig. 5.

A graphi al omparison of the times required by the bidimensional protein
folding algorithm both with and without our heuristi is shown in Figure 6. You
an see that the heuristi dramati ally improves the eÆ ien y of the algorithm.
Moreover, that improvement is bigger for longer sequen es of amino a ids. The
same gure ompares the pre ision of the solutions found by the protein folding
algorithm with and without our heuristi . You an see that our heuristi does
not lose pre ision signi antly.
Contact2D

Contact2D

12000

11

Heuristic
Normal
10

10000

9

8

contact

time (sec.)

8000

6000

7
4000
6

2000

5

Heuristic
Normal
0
10

15

sequence − len

20

4
10

15

sequence − len

Fig. 6. An evaluation of the e e t of our heuristi on the time and pre ision of the
bidimensional protein folding algorithm.

Figure 7 shows instead the e e t of our heuristi on the three-dimensional
version of protein folding. You an see that it leads to (almost) optimal solutions

20

but halves the time required by the algorithm. Remember that the surfa e has
now to be minimised. Although Figure 7 shows that we only halve the time to
rea h a solution, it must be said that we have used an algorithm whi h is based
on a sequen e of sear hs. Our heuristi has been only applied to the last sear h.
A more extensive use of it should lead to better results.
Contact3D

Contact3D
1200

40

Heuristic
Normal
1000
35

800

surface

time(sec.)

30

600

25

Heuristic
Normal

400

20
200

0
10

18

sequence − len

25

15
10

15

20

25

sequence − len

Fig. 7. An evaluation of the e e t of our heuristi on the time and pre ision of the
three-dimensional protein folding algorithm.

7 Con lusions
Our heuristi shows that almost optimal solutions to the protein folding problem
an be found with a signi ant improvement in the time of the algorithm. We
are urrently implementing this te hnique for ri her models than the HP one.
The appli ation of our heuristi to the fastest available protein folding algorithm [3℄ should further burst its performan e, and allow us to ompute protein
foldings for proteins longer than 160 amino a ids.
This kind of heuristi ould help also the approa hes to the protein folding
problems without the HP-abstra tion. In these ases the energy fun tion is based
on a 20  20 table (we have 20 kinds of amino a ids). Moreover, it is typi ally
solved on more omplex latti es, su h as the FCC latti e. A CLP-based approa h
to this general problem is des ribed in [9℄. The integration of that proposal with
the new heuristi is feasible and, we believe, promising.
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